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Exeter Tether
MARMOK-A5 oscillating water column
• 5m diameter (max)
• 41.8m long
• ~160 Tonnes
• Currently with 2x 15kW turbines,         
1x 30kW to be installed April/May 2018
• 85m water depth
Image: Bilbao Marine Energy/ Twitter
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A load shackle cable system
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Measured tension time-series: Calm before the storm
Date Time range Hs [m] Tp [m] Direction [deg]
31/1/17 10:20-11:20 1.1-1.2 9.1-10.5 292-298
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Measured tension time-series: Storm build up
Date Time range Hs [m] Tp [m] Direction [deg]
1/2/17 06:00-0700 2.1-2.6 13.3-14.3 304-306
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Date Time range Hs [m] Tp [m] Direction [deg]
3/2/17 13:00-1400 4.2-4.8 8.2-9.4 304-305
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Simulated responses: Mild storm
Date Time range Hs [m] Tp [m] Direction [deg]
3/2/17 13:00-1400 4.2-4.8 8.2-9.4 304-305
The Importance of Getting Your Feet Wet
• Wave energy conversion is currently perceived as being high risk
• Progress in the sector has been hampered by a lack of knowledge and
data sharing
• The OPERA project aims to address this by testing shore-based and
offshore devices and publishing the results
• Numerical simulations can only go so far and models need to be
validated by long-term field data.
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